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Introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging is a method of studying the internal structure of

objects by an analysis of the electromagnetic signal emitted by nuclear spins in the

presence of a magnetic field. It is an important tool in medical diagnostics, biology

and material science.

The fust NMR image was obtained almost 20 years ago by P.Lauterbor (1], who

used an observation that NMR spectra of liquids measured in the presence of a gradient

of the magnetic field represent the projection of the shape of the sample. A two

dimensional image cf the object could be calculated from a number of Ecaru. using the

projection-reconstruction (PR) algorithm developed for X-ray tomography, a technique

invented in the 1960's [2]. Simultaneously, Mansfield and Grannell noticed the analogy

between two phenomena: the diffraction of a wave, and the NMR in the presence of

a gradient of the magnetic field [3]. The idea of this work was to measure periodical

structures in solids by an analysis of "Bragg peaks" appearing in the signal. Although

the technique of "NMR difraction" could not have been applied to crystals due to the

impossibility of achieving high enough gradients, the paper by Mansfield and Grannell

had a great impact on the development of NMR imaging. It pointed out the Fourier

relation between density of spins within the object and the NMR signal. Unlike X-ray

diffraction, where the information about the phase of the scattered wave is lost, an

NMR experiment provides both magnitude and phase of the "scattered wave". This

property allows the inversion of the Fourier transformation and the derivation of the

density of the object without the condition of a periodic structure. The first NMR

image obtained using the 2-dimensional Fourier transformation (FT) was published in

1975 [4]. Both reconstruction procedures, FT and PR, are mathematically equivalent,

since a ID FT of a projection is equal to a cross-section of the 2D FT of the object (the

BO called central slice theorem). However, due to the better representation of higher

spatial frequencies, as well as to the simplicity of the digital FT algorithm, Fourier

imaging has become a standard in clinical applications.

The technique of NMR imaging has become a new branch of applied physics. Re-

search has been carried out on' increasing the resolution of images, shortening the



acquisition time »nd improvement of the signal to noise ratio. Resolution, initially of

the order of nJllimetres in the early works by Lauterbur, has been enhanced to a few

microns in modern NMR microimaging systems making it possible to study single cells

[5]. Fast scanning techniques have been developed which reduced the measurement

time of a 2D-imagc to a fraction of a second. Using echo-planar imaging (EPI), real

time "NMR movies" of the cardiac cycle [6] and 3D images taken in a sub-second time

[7] have been shown. A variety of pulse sequences have been designed to impose differ-

ent weighting on the images, which may now represent maps of spin density, transverse

and longitudinal relaxation times [8], coherent and incoherent motions [9] and even

temperature [10]. Fourier imaging has been extended by additional dimensions which

are conjugate to velocity or dynamic displacements of the molecules. These techniques,

called, respectively, Fourier velocity imaging and dynamic imaging, provide very exact

maps of velocity fields in liquids — an information which allows the verification of

hydrodynamic models.

This work is concerned with two directions of the development of NMR imaging:

echo-planar techniques and flow imaging. The original form of EPI involves sampling

the signal in the presence of strong oscillating gradients, so that a two-dimensional

experiment i; completed using a single excitation of the spin system. This method

requires extremely high homogeneity of the magnetic field, a condition which precludes

its use in most commercial systems, as well as in the microimaging studies of plants

where susceptibility differences between water and air cavities produce variations of

the magnetic field. Recently, Guilfoyle et al [11] proposed a modified version of EPI

which uses refocusing radiofrequency pukes (r-pulses) instead of gradient reversals to

form a train of spin echoes. The effect of spin echo makes the sequence insensitive to

field inhomogeneity. This imaging method has been the object of t i e author's research.

The description of the original results is preceded by a theoretical introduction

to Fourier NMR imaging (chapter 1) and a discussion of fast methods (chapter

2). Chapter 3 describes an application of the method of EPI with spin echoes in

a microimaging system and modifications of the sequence introduced by the author.

Two sources of image distortion from which the method suffers, namely the short

transverse relaxation time an the inhomogeneity of the radio-frequency (rf) field, are

analyzed. The effect of relaxation, which causes a loss of resolution in one direction of

the image is reduced using a double-excitation version of EPI [12] .Imperfect rf pulses

produce spurious components in the NMR signal and cause a "central strip" artefact.

An original, phase-alternated rf sequence is described [13] which reveals the true part

of the signal without the need for a time-consumming phase cycling procedure.

The idea of fast 2-dimensional acquisition using a train of spin echoes finds an



application also in Fourier flow imaging. Chapter 4 describes a new technique for the

measurement of flow profiles in liquids which results from a modification of x-pulsed

EPI [14]. One dimension in the reciprocal space, originally conjugate to position, has

been changed to a parameter conjugate to velocity. An image showing a projection

of the velocity field can be acquired in 0.5 sec. Possible sources of artefacts, such as

outflow from the receiver coil and transverse flow are discussed and a test of the method

is presented using Poiseuillean flow of water.

The experiments have been carried out using a NMR micro-imaging system based

on a 0.6 Tesla permanent magnet built in the Institute of Nuclear Physics in Krakow

in 1986-88. The author's later contribution to this system was the development of pew

software. This included experiment control programs, a library of pulse programming

functions, and a program for printing halftone images on a laser printer. These works

are outlined in chapter 5.



Theory of Fourier NMR imaging

The basic concept of NMR imaging is to generate the electromagnetic signal under

such conditions that it represents the Fourier transform of the object's structure, sam-

ple it, and invert the Fourier relation digit all j . A similar procedure is encountered in

other methods of creating images, like photography, holography, and x-ray dii&action

of crystals. Its first step is common for all methods: a physical phenomenon creates

an "analogue" Fourier transform of the density of the object. This is the elastic scat-

tering of a wave in optics, or, in the NMR, the emission of the signal in the presence

of a magnetic field gradient. Following the analogue FT, the signal is a function of a

vector, the domain of which is called the reciprocal space. The second step involves

the inverse transformation from the reciprocal space to the ieal space and is character-

istic for each method. This step is impossible in the x-ray diffraction and instead one

analyses the modulus signal in ihe reciprocal space (this makes sense only for symmet-

rical structures). In photography, the inverse FT is performed by a convex lens. In

holography, the signal is registered by interference with a coherent wave, and inverse-

Fourier-transformed by wave diffraction on the exposed film. NMR imaging bears a

very close resemblance to holography. The phase-sensitive detection plays the role of

the coherent interpherence, and the inverse FT is calculated digitally. The analogy ex-

tends even to the double image in holography and the symmetic ghost in NMR images

with a single-channel detection. However, a unique feature of NMR imaging is that

extra dimensions can be added to the reciprocal space which are conjugate to quan-

tities other than the spatial coordinates, like velocity or chemical shift. This chapter

introduces the theory of NMR imaging based on the concept of the reciprocal space.
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1.1 Larmor frequency

The signal of nuclear magnetic resonance is induced in the receiver coil by the vector
of magnetisation, M, equal to the average magnetic moment of the nuclei:

M = < 7 I > (1.1)

where I is the spin operator of the nuclei and 7 their giromagnetic ratio. The time
evolution of M is governed by the Liouvflle equation:

where p u the density operator of the system. In the presence of a magnetic field B,
assuming no interaction between the nuclei, the Hamiltonian consists of the Zeeman
term only

JT = - 7 l - B (1.3)

and the solution for the vector M is the classic equation

y=7MxB (1.4)

describing a precession of the magnetisation vector around B with, the angular velocity
u>£ = -yB (called Larmor frequency). NMR imaging is based on this linear relation
between the frequency of the signal and the magnitude of the magnetic field. Using
gradients of the field one can find positions of signal sources by a frequency analysis.

1.2 Spin density function

The object of an imaging experiment may be regarded as a group of non-interacting
nuclei placed in various positions and moving with various constant velocities. More-
over, the nuclei may find themselves in different chemical situation and their resonance
frequencies may differ due to electron screening. In order to describe a macroscopic
state of such system we have to use a parametric space of the following dimensions:

• w — the spectral dimension,

• r(2,K,z) — position,

• v(v«, vy,vz) — velocity

A point of coordinates (u>,r,v) corresponds to the following situation: "the spin is
placed in r, moves with velocity v, and its resonance frequency differs from the Larmor
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frequency, fB, by u>". The parameter u is called chemical shift. The state of the whole
system is determined by the density function p(u>, r, v) which describes the distribution
of the spins in the parametric space. The number of spins which are placed in the
volume element <?ir around r, more with velocities within <Pv around v, and have the
chemical shift between u and ui + <L) ia given by

dn = fĄtji, r, v)<pT<P\du> (1.5)

A more straightforward interpretation may be given to one- or two- dimensional cross-
sections of the parametric space. For example

J(u) = p(u, r = const, v - 0) (1.6)"

is the NMR spectrum of static nuclei placed in the point r, and

/(r) = p(w = const, r, v = 0) (1.7)

describes the spatial density of spins of a certain chemical shift. Both functions are
measured in the a chemical shift imaging experiment.

Foi • .u:'»cal reasons, it is r... possible to carry out a seven-dimensional imaging
experimcu 1 • >R sone cases the camber of parameters is limited a priori, e.g. 'for static
spins there avc Daly u and r. In most experiments the number of dimensions is limited
to two or three ^ad th? disregarded parameters are integrated. For example & typical
2D image of spin d o ity is

r(z,y) = Jp(x,y,z)dz (1.8)

The integration over z gives a projection of the spin density on the x,y plane.

1.3 Tike NMR signal in a variable magnetic field

Consider a spin system described by the density function p(u/} r, v) in a magnetic field
whose magnitude, B, depends on time and position:

B = B(r,t) (1.9)

The NMR signal emitted by the whole system can be calculated as a sum of signals
from all points in the parametric space. First, we find, the elementary signal from
the point (w,r,v). A spin which is initially placed in r and moves with velocity v
experiences a changing magnetic field and its resonance frequency is time-dependent:

+ w (1.10)
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where the deviation u> from the Larmor frequency (chemical shift) has been included.

Thus, the elementary signal is

<(() = exp [-i jTw-tOa'] = (1.11)

(1.12)

The total signal is the result of integration over all chemical shifts, positions and

velocities weighted by the density function p:

S(t) = JJJ p(w, r, v) exp | - i L i + 7 / ' B(r + vi', i!)<tt'| | dwd*v<Pv (1.13)

This equation may be solved with lespect to p when the magnetic field is a linear

function of r and depends on time only via its gradient, G:

(1.14)

Substitution into Eq.(1.13), gives

S(t) = e~^ jjjp{w,s,v)x (1.15)

x exp | -» L + 7r • f G(t')dt' + 7v • f t'G(i')it'l | dwftfv

The factor of e"*"0' is cancelled by the quadrature detection (nu'hematieally, this

corresponds to the transformation to a frame of reference rotating with the frequency

wc). The remaining part (i.e. the envelope of the RF signal) may be rewritten in the

following form:

5(t,k,q) = [JJ p(u>,T,v)e-il»t+tk+«^dwd*Td\ (1.16)

where

k(<) = 7 fG(t')dt' (1.17)
Jo

q(i) = 7 f't'G(t')dt' (1.18)
Jo

Thus, the NMR signal, measured in the domain of t, k and q, is a Fourier transform

of the spin density in the domain of w, r and v. The spin density can be derived by

the inverse transform of the signal. In most cases it is assumed that the spectrum is

uniform in space and consists of a single narrow line:

p(w,r,v) = «(w)/.(t,v) (1.19)
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In turn, the signal is a function of k and q only:

S(k,q) = I /'p(r,v)e-<Icr+^v)<J3rd3v (1.20)

This formula has been derived by Moran [15] in an early work on NMR imaging of

flow. In the case of static spins the signal has a still simpler form:

(1.21)

which is the basic equation of NMR imaging. The same formula describes elastic

scattering (diffraction) of a wave [16], with k denoting the change of the wave vector.

This analogy between optics and NMR in a magnetic field gradient was noticed by

Mansfield and Granell in their work on "NMR difrraction" [3].

1.4 Reciprocal space

The domain of t, k and q is called reciprocal space. Equations (1.17) and (1.18)

indicate that, using appropriate gradient functions, it is possible to reach any point

in the reciprocal space. An NMR imaging experiment involves sampling the signal on

an array of (t,k, q) points and then Fourier-transforming the data. The array can be

scanned in one or several excitations of the spin system. Imaging methods differ in

the number of excitations and the order in which the points in the reciprocal space

are sampled. It is a common practice to present methods graphically using reciprocal

space trajectories, i.e. lines joining consecutive sampling points [17].

Since the vector k is proportional to the integral of field gradient, its value can be

changed using pulses of the field gradient. When the gradient is switched on with a.

constant value, the point k moves with a constant velocity. Sampling the signal at a

constant rate in the presence of a gradient covers one line in the domain of k (Fig.1.4).

The gradient component which is switched on during signal sampling is called the nad

gradient; components applied in pulses between the sampling sections are called phase

encode gradients.

One should note that in some situations the reciprocal space coordinates can not be

controlled independently. For example, when Gz is the read gradient, k* moves along

with time, which is the parameter conjugate to to:

fc* = -fGA (1.22)

This linear relation between k and t has a significant influence on the resolution of

imaging methods which use read gradients. When the object consists of static spins
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A B

Figure 1.1: Field gradient pulses and their representation in the reciprocal space

with & spectrum I(v) which is uniform in space, so that the spin density is given by

p{u>,t) = I(u,)p(x,y,z) (1.23)

we obtain from equation (1.16)

The image (the Fourier transform of S(k)) is the spin density convoluted with the

spectrum in the direction, of the read gradient. When the spectrum consists of a

number of narrow lines, like those from protons in water and lipids in a biological

tissue, the convolution gives a set of shifted images, the result known as the chemical

shift artefact.

Similarly, it is impossible to change k without changing the vector conjugate to

velocity, q, unless a special, moment-compensated shape of gradient pulses is used.

However, controlling q without directing k is straightforward. The sequence of bipolar

gradient pulses shown in Fig.1.4 changes q by a step of fgrT and leaves k untouched.

The chemical shift artefact does not appear in the velocity direction since there is no

possibility of using a read gradient for moving q.
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1.5 Spin echo in reciprocal space

Radio-frequency pulses, which cause a precession of the magnetisation vector in the

rotating frame, affect the position in the reciprocal space." The use of 180° rf pulses

for imaging methods based on spin echoes is discussed in this section. The effect of

stimulated echo is analysed in appendix A.

At the beginning of an experiment, the system is in the equilibrium state and the

magnetisation vector is aligned with the magnetic field in the z direction. The system

is excited at the time t = 0 with a ( | ) v pulse, which rotates the magnetisation to

the x axis of the rotating frame. From now on the evolution in the time-and space-

dependent field begins and each spin acquires a phase depending on its position in the

parametric space. After a time t, a spin of parameters (a>, r, v) has a phase equal to

^(o),r,v) = wt + k - r + q - v (1.25)

which is the angle in the exponent in Eq.(1.18). A rotation of the magnetisation by

180° round the x axis (air, pulse) changes the sign of <j> (Fig.1.2). In terms of reciprocal

space, this operation corresponds to the inversion:

t —> -t

k —• - k (1.26)

q —> - q

after which the coordinates continue to evolve from the inversed point. Applying a

pulse along the y axis of the rotating frame changes the angle <f> to — <j> + -IT. Regarding

Eq.(1.16), this is also equivalent to the inversion of tt k and q if we change the sense

of the signal.

The trajectories of all imaging experiments presented in this work consist of straight

sections and inversions corresponding to gradient and RF is pulses respectively.

The use of RF pulses is the only way to change the parameter t. Although a reversal

of time seems to be paradoxal, it is possible as far r.s t is regarded as the parameter

conjugate to u>, not as the real time. The reversal of t has a spectacular consequency.

It can be shown using properties of the Fourier transformation that, since the spectrum

consists of lines of non-zern width, the signal decreases with t (e.g. when the lines are

convoluted with a Gaussian, the signal is multiplied by a Gaussian). After a v pulse

and the reversal t —» — t the signal amplitude starts growing back until it reaches a

maximum when t becomes zero again. This effect was given the name of spin-echo by

E.Hahn, who first observed it in 1950 [18]. Naturally, stochastic processes which cause
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Figure 1.2: Effect of w pulses on the reciprocal space vector. The magnetisation corre-
sponding to the vector k, Mk, can be rotated to M_jt by irx (reversal of k) or to —Af_*
by ry (reversal of both k and the sign of the signal).

decay of the signal with the real time, like relaxation or diffusion, can not be reversed

in this way.

1.6 Basic imaging sequence

In a typical 2D imaging experiment the array of points in the reciprocal space is sampled

line by line using separate excitations of the spin system. This method is called spin

warp technique. Figure 1.3 shows rf and gradient plots of the experiment. A selective

(-)* pulse, i.e. a pulse of a narrow bandwidth, is applied in the presence of the Gt

gradient in order to excite a thin slice of the object and a TZ is used to generate the

spin echo (the T pulse need not be selective). After the excitation, the current position

in the reciprocal space is moving along the trajectory shown in Fig.3b. Pulses of G,

and Gv move the vector k from (0,0) to (k^", ky). The JT pulse transforms this point

to (-k^",-ky). The read gradient (G>) is switched on again and the point moves

along a straight line to {k?™,-ky). Signal sampling takes place on this section. The

procedure is repeated with a stepwise incrementation of the Gv amplitude until the

whole set of lines in the k space is acquired. The two-dimensional matrix S(k„ ky)
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RF _A90 n180

-•• acquisition —

Figure 1,3: Spin warp imaging method: rf and gradients plot (A), and the k-space
trajectory (B). Each line is scanned in a separate repetition.

obtained in this way is Fourier transformed to give the image of spin density in the
x,y plane.

The pulse of the read gradient prior to the * pulse is specially adjusted to make

fcr cross zero in the same moment when t becomes zero. This coincidence yields in a

higher signal-to-noise ratio.

The pulse of Gy can be changed to a pair of bipo'ar gradients, like the one in Fig.1.4

which sets a value of qy. A pair of identical pulses separated by a v pulse qives the

same result, according to Eq.1.26. Now, the sampling plane in the reciprocal space is

set to kf, qv. In this case the image represents spin density in the x,vv plane. In other

words, it shows the distribution of the velocities along the y axis. Such experiment is

called Fourier velocity imaging [19].

Another modification of the spin-warp technique uses no read gradient. Instead,

the time dependence of the signal is observed. The sampling plane is (fcy, t) and the

image represents the distribution of chemical shifts along y.

Each of the three methods, chemical shift, velocity and the plain imaging has a 3D

variant which involves two independent phese encoding gradient pulses.
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B • — T

G(ł) "~ +g

Figure 1.4: Two equivalent sequences for changing vector q without affecting k.

1.7 Resolution

The actual resolution of Fourier imaging methods is determined by two factors: the
size of the digital picture elements, which depends on the way the reciprocal space is
sampled, and the "point spread function", which results from the blur of the spectrum
and manifests itself as the convolution in Eq.(1.24).

1.7.1 Pixel resolution

The result of an imaging experiment is displayed as a digital picture. It consists of a
two-dimensional matrix of dots of various leveb of intensity called pixels. The size of
the pixels (or rather the distance between their centers) measured in the units of the
parametric space, called pixel resolution, is determined by the number and size of steps
made along a corresponding reciprocal dimension. Consider a one- dimensional case,
in which r and k are conjugate parameters:

. (1-27)

(1.28)

S(k)e
irkdk

When the signal is sampled in a discrete set of points
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Equation (1.27) is reduced to

p(r)= ^SinAky^" -(1-29)
T=0

The operation actually performed by the computer is the discrete Fourier transforma-
tion of the vector S„ = S(nAfc) [20]:

p i = £ S n e J " V " l = -j,...Ą -I (1.30)

which is equivalent to Eq.(1.29) when

( ^ ) (UD

Hence, the relation between the number of samples in the reciprocal space N, the step
between the samples Ak, and the resolution per pixel Ar is:

The pixel resolution can be enhanced by increasing the scanned range — NAk — in
the reciprocal space. This can be achieved by higher and longer gradient pulses (as far
as spatial and velocity resolution is concerned), or by a reduced sampling rate (spectral
resolution and the resolution in the read gradient direction). However, the enhancement
is possibL only up to a certain limit where the image range, NAr, becomes smaller
then the actual size of the object. When this limit is exceeded, the part of the object
which is beyond one of the image boidsrs appear1 in the opposite side of the image,
because, from Eq.(1.30), pn+i = pi. Thin effect, called aliasing, can be easily eliminated
by hardware filtering of the signal as fax as the "read" direction is concerned. Aliasing
in other dimensions can be eliminated only by outer volume saturation [21].

The maximum value of the parameter r is the one corresponding to / = JV/2:

Tmac = A~k (1-33)

and the range of the image is

NAr = 2 W = | j (1.34)

1.7.2 Point spread function

The potni spread function (PSF) is a hypothetical image of a single point (Dirac's S).

The actual image is a convolution of the ideal image with the PSF. It has been shown
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in Eq.(1.24) that the PSF of a NMR imaging -with a Gx read gradient is generated by

the spectrum, /(w):

PSF(z,y) = J(7zGr)%) (1.35)

The width of the PSF can be reduced by increasing the read gradient. An extremal
example of this strategy is a recently reported method of solid- state NMR imaging in
the stray field at the edge of a superconducting magnet [22].

Experiments described in this work are based on NMR of 1H nuclei of water

molecules, and, due to the isotropic rotation, the spectrum is a single line, the width of

which is determined by the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. In such case the field

inhomogeneity is the main factor limiting the spatial resolution of the NMR images.



Chapter 2

Fast imaging methods

The two-dimensional imaging method described in section 1.6, in which each line in

the reciprocal space is acquired vising a separate excitation is a lather time-consuming

experiment. In order to obtain maximum signal, the time period between consecutive

excitations (repetition time) must be a few times larger than the longitudinal relaxation

time, Tl . Since a typical value of Tl of water in biological tissues is of the order of

a second, the acquisition time for a 2D data matrix of 256 lines is several minutes.

Three-dimensional experiments of this type take hours. Generally, there are two ways

of shortening the measurement time. The first one is based on fast repetition and low

angle excitation pulses, and is used by FLASH (fast low angle shot) and its variants [23].

The second way involves scanning a two- or three-dimensional array in the reciprocal

space using only one excitation of the Bpins. This class of methods, called echo-planar

imaging (EPI) is considered in this work.

2.1 Echo-planar imaging (EPI)

Since the position in the reciprocal space depends on the integral of the field gradient

(Eq.1.17), it is possible to move the vector k along an arbitrary pathway by changing

the amplitude and direction of the gradient. In a single-excitation experiment the

k(t) trajectory should include all points necessary for the reconstruction of the image.

The size of the area covered by the trajectory depends on the required resolution

(see Eq.1.32). The original method shown by Mansfield [24] used a zigzag trajectory

formed by a constant Gv and alternating Gz gradients during the free induction decay

(Fig.2.1). In the moments when the trajectory crosses k* axis the signal forms a series

of maxima, called gradient echoes. The name of the method — echo-planar imaging

(EPI) — reflected the fact that the whole plane could be reconstructed from a series

of gradient echoes.
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A
,90

B

Figure 2.1: Diagram and k-space trajectory of EPI

Several variants of EPI have been designed later, which scan the reciprocal space

by different trajectories, e.g. spiral EPI [25]-and square-spiral EPI [26]. Most methods

used nowadays are based on the BEST sequence [27] which uses a rectangular trajectory

(Fig.2.2B). This method has the advantage of sampling a rectangular array of points,

which can be trantformed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [28]. Figure

2.2A shows gradient plots of BEST. The G* gradient is alternating in order to keep kx

within the scanned area, like in the original EPI. The ky component is incremented by

short blips of Gy.

2.2 Resolution of EPI

The EPI technique is extremely sensitive to inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. Un-

like the spin-warp method, where only one component of k (the "read" one) is time-

dependent, in the EPI both kx and ky vary with time. Consequently, the convolution

with the point-spread function takes place in both directions of the image.

Consider a BEST experiment in which an n x n matrix is sampled with equal steps

of Afc in both directions. Assuming equal amplitudes of Gx and G„, the pulse lengths

should obey the condition tx = ntv = ! ^ L . The approximate relation of kT vs. time is
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B

Figure 2.2: BEST - gradients plot and k-space trajectory

therefore

t ,

and, by analogy to Eq.(1.24), the effective image is

PtSI =

(2.1)

(2.2)

The PSF in the direction of the blipped gradient is n times broader than the one of a

spin-warp experiment. This effect creates a great technical difficulty for the technique

of EPI imaging. In order to obtain legible images, the width of the PSF must be

radically reduced. This involves using a very homogeneous magnetic field (in order to

reduce the spectral linewidth) and very high field gradients. The latter condition is

particularly difficult. Changing the direction of a high gradient induce? eddy currents

in conductive parts of the probehead and magnet, which, in turn, spoil the NMR signal.

In order to reduce this effect, a system of active screening has to be used [29] which

significantly increases the cost of the imaging apparatus. For this-reason, echo-planar

techniques are not widely used.
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Figure 2.3: The 7r-pulsed echo planar technique (x-EPI). A: gradient and rf sequence
and plots of reciprocal space coordinates. B: trajectory in k-space.

2.3 Echo-planar imaging using multiple spin-echoes
(TT-EPI)

The problem of inhomogeneity of the magnetic field in echo-planar imaging has been

solved using the effect of spin echo. It was suggested in the early paper on EPI [24]

that gradient reversals can be replaced by 180° RF pulses, but the actual method was

not published until much later [11]. The sequence (Fig.2.3) contains a selective JT/2

pulse and a series of n pulses like in the Carr-Purcell method [30]. The train of spin

echoes is registered in the presence of G_. gradient. Short blips of Gv are applied before

every even ir pulse. The method has not been given a name and, for the purpose of

this work, it will be abbreviated ir-EPI. Using equations (1.17) and (1.26), one can

follow the course of the reciprocal space position. After the excitation, fc_. is moved

to k™* = iGztx/2 by a pulse of G* and then reversed to -k?** by the first ir pulse.

From this moment on, kz sweeps the range from -fc™M to fcj1"1 in each period of

the sequence. The ky component is incremented by Afcy = -fGvty prior to every odd

reversal, so that its value, measured in units of AJfey, changes as 0,-1,1,-2,2 . . .etc. The

k-space trajectory of w-EPI, shown in figure 2.3B, is similar to the one of BEST — it

consists of a set of parallel lines. The difference is in the their order and direction. The
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acquired data is aligned in a rectangular array of points and can be Fourier-transformed
using the FFT algorithm.

The most important element of the method is the multiple inversion in the reciprocal
space (caused by n pulses). Since t (the parameter conjugate to w) is reversed in each
cycle, there is no dependency between ky and t. The relation for k, is th.; same as in
the spin-warp method: kx = -yGtt. The point spread function of r-BPI is thus the
same as in the ordinary, slow imaging (Eq.(1.35):

There is no convolution in the direction of the blipped gradient (Eq. 2.2), which is the
main problem in the ordinary EPI. The method may be used under the same conditions
(field homogeneity, gradient amplitude) as the spin-warp imaging. However, due to the
multiple phase- reversal, 7T-EPI is very sensitive to imperfection of the refocusing RF
pulses. A solution of this problem will be shown in section 3.1.2



Chapter 3

Modifications of the vr-pulsed EPI

This chapter describes the author's work on the development of the echo- planar tech-

nique based on multiple spin echoes. Artifacts caused by imperfect refocusing and

short relaxation time are discussed and two modifications are shown which improve

the image in both cases.

3.1 Spurious echo artefact

The 7r-pulsed EPI technique is very sensitive to the inhomogeneity of the RF field.

If the 7T pulses are not exactly 180° , a variety of indirect and stimulated echoes [18]

emerge in the sequence. The result of this phenomenon is a strong artifact in a form

of a strip crossing the centre of the image. An analysis of the artefact, based on the

reciprocal space formalism, shows that part of the spurious signals can be cancelled

using a modified sequence of RF pulses. This result is verified experimentally.

3.1.1 Analysis

An imperfect refocusing pulse rotates the vector of magnetisation by an angle a ^ IT. In

order to predict the effect of such operation on the TT-EPI experiment, it is convenient

to devide the rotated vector into three components: Mi, rotated by 180°; M2, in the

initial direction, as if the 7r pulse was omitted, and Mz along the z axis (Fig.3.1). M\

creates the ordinary (primary) spin echo; M* may be rotated by a future TT pulse and

give rise to an indirect echo; M3, which has a maximum for the value of the angle a

equal to 7r/2, can form a stimulated echo when it is rotated back to the x,y plane by

another 7r/2 pulse (Appendix A). There is a different k-spa.ee trajectory corresponding

to each of the three components. Thus, there are three different contributions to the

total signal following one imperfect T pulse. Below, three examples of the evolution of
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Figure 3.1: Magnetisation rotated by an arbitrary angle consists of three components:
M\ - rotated by 180°, Mi in the initial direction, and A/3 along z axis.

vector k are given which show that, as far as the image reconstruction is concerned,
only the contribution of Mi (primary echo) is correct, and the indirect and stimulated
echoes are spurious.

In the case of true 180° pulses (Fig. 3.2A), the vector k is inverted in every cy-
cle. This causes the kx coordinate to sweep its range periodically, and ky to increase
stepwise, as described in chapter 2.3. The sequence can be divided into periods, enclos-
ing one gradient pulse and two r pulses, in which two echoes are formed (fc* reaches
zero twice) with the same absolute value of kx. This corresponds to the correct k(t)
trajectory shown id Fig.2.3.

If the magnetization remains unaffected by a T pulse, the course of ht and ky is
disturbed (Fig.3.2B). From this moment on, ky is negative when a Gv pulse appears
and, instead of being incremented, ky starts to decrease. If another x pulse is omitted
when ky reaches zero, an indirect "zero echo", ie. 5(^,0) , emerges in the sequence.
Generally, avoiding a T pulse in the n-th period induces an zero echo in the period 2n.
It is important to note that this result does not depend on which pulse of the n-th
period has been omitted.

A similar effect occurs for the part of magnetisation which has been sent to z and
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Figure 3.2: The diagram of gradient and rf pulses in the w-EPI (variant with the
constant read gradient, Gx) (above) and k(t) plots for three parts of the magnetisation:
(A) the part forming direct spin echoes, (B) a part wliich avoided two pulses (indicated
by arrows) and forms two "zero echoes" in period 4, and (C) a part which experienced
two 90" rotations and forms a stimulated zero echo, also in period 4.
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than returned to the x,y plane (the part which experienced two 90 degree rotations)

(Fig.3.2C). The stimulated echo thus induced has an inverted fc, value and, just as

in the previous case, the decrease of fc, follows leading in turn to a zero echo. It is

irrelevant whether the 90° pulses are consecutive or if they act in two distant periods,

because in the time between them the magnetization is stored in the z direction and

fcy may not be changed.

Many other, more complex processes lead to the propagation of the zero echo to

higher positions in the sequence: for instance, if pulses are omitted in periods 5,7 and

10, ky will become zero in the 16th period; the same happens when one omission or

two 90° rotations take place in period 8.

The form of the artifact caused by the propagation of the zero echo can be approxi-

mated by assuming that the spurious contribution is distributed uniformly throughout

the data matrix. The effective signal in such case is

S'ff{kx,kv) = S(kx,ky) + CS(kI,0) (3.1)

where S{kx,ky) is the ideal signal given by Eq.1.21. Fourier transformation of S'&

gives the spoiled image:

P'e(x,y) = p(z,y) + CS(y)Jp(z,yl)dyl (3.2)

The second term on the right hand side is the expected artefact. It takes a form of a

strip placed on the x axis, the intensity of which is proportional to the projection of

the true image in the y direction. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a T - E P I image with

the central strip artefact.

3.1.2 Cancelling the artifact of spurious echoes

Phase cycling. The problem of spurious echoes is known in multi-echo imaging

techniques which use a short series of spin echoes in order to measure spatial dependence

of T2 [31, 32]. Since the number of refocusing pulses in these experiments is small (less

than 8), it is possible to remove all spurious echoes by multiple accumulation of the

signal with a cyclic change of the phase of the RF pulses (phase cycling). This method

of elimination of spurious echoes has also been reported in the original paper on x-EPI

[11], however, the actual phase cycling scheme has not been published.

The disadvantage of the method of phase cycling is the requirement to repeat the

sequence at least twice. Most cycles require four repetitions. On the other hand, the

i-EPI sequence is capable of providing the full information necessary for the recon-

struction of the image in one shot. Phase cycling means losing the main advantage of

the method: the sub-second scanning time.
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Figure 3.3: Image of a water phantom of 12mm diameter obained using the TT-EPI
method with the CPMG sequence. The central strip is the result of imperfect refocusing
pulses.
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B kv

Figure 3.4: . RARE technique: the sequence (A) and k-space trajectory (B) which
consists of a number of closed loops.

Closed trajectories. Single shot imaging based on a spin-echo train has been ac-

complished by RARE (rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement) [33,.34]. This

method was designed prior to ir-EPI but, in fact, it was the first version of echo-planar

' imaging with ir pulses. The sequence of RF pulses in both methods is the same. The

phases of RARE obey the CPMG scheme [36] (vr/2 orthogonal to IT'S). The problem of

spurious echoes has been solved by an appropriate sequence of gradient pulses. Each

period of the CPMG sequence contains a matching pair of Gv pulses which set Jty to

the consecutive value and reset it to zero at the end (Fig.3.4). In this way, all parts of

the magnetisation, whatever their "RF history" is, follow the same k(i) pathway. All

echoes, direct, indirect and stimulated are properly positioned in the reciprocal space.

There is no propagation of zero echo and no central strip, even for refocusing angles

much smaller than x [35]. The price paid for this solution is the need for using high (or

long) encoding gradient pulses. In the last loop of the RARE trajectory, the highest

value of fc„ must be reached in one jump; in T - E P I the same value is achieved in a

number of little, additive steps. For this reason, Tr-EPIcan achieve a shorter scanning

time than RARE.
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Phase alternation. The problem of imperfect lefoctuing can be solved in an alter-
native way. The method presented in this section uses the same sequence of gradient
pulses (and the same k-spttce trajectory) as r-EPI. The spurious signals are suppressed
by a modification of the phases of the lefocusing RF poises. A correct image can
be acquired in a single shot, unlike the odginał sr-EPI, and the high gradient pokes,
characteristic of RARE, are unnecessary.

It has been shown that the zero echo may appear at a given period of the sequence
following a number of different pathway.. When the CPMG sequence

(i)-i-*--7"-*--7"-*---
is used, the magnetization is refocused on the positive side of the x axis in the rotating
frame and all echoes have the same sign. In turn, at a given position in the sequence
we observe an accumulation of spurious echoes resulting from various processes. The
aim of the modification presented below is to avoid this cumulative effect. We limit
our attention to these processes which include at least one omission of a refocusing
pulse (indirect echoes). The phase cycling scheme for cancelling such signals involves
a 90° phase shift of the x pulses between subsequent acquisitions [37]. The phase shift
causes a reversal of the echo sign, as shown in chapter 1.5, and the signal has to be
multiplied by -1 prior to accumulation. The spurious components of the magnetisation
which escape a x pulse omit one sign reversal and cancel out upon accumulation.

A similar idea was used for modifying the r-EPI sequence, although the present
method is not a phase cycle: the acquisition does not have to be repeated. As already
mentioned, the perturbation of ky(t) depends only on the number of the period where a
pulse was omitted, no matter which pulse (even or odd) it was. We introduce therefore
a 90° phase shift between even and odd JT pulses. In the phase-alternated CP sequence
obtained this way:

there is one 7r, and one nv pulse in every period; the latter one reversing the sense of
the signal (which has to be taken into account during data processing). Any process
of formation of a zero echo which involves an omission of vz in a given period can be
matched to a similar process in which *v is omitted in the same period. Both processes
cause identical perturbation of ky but they differ in one reversal of the signal's sign.
The two spurious contributions to the signal cancel one another.

This mechanism does not apply to spurious pathways via z-stored magnetization
(stimulated echoes) which still cause an artifact. However, the influence of stimulated
echoes is weakened by the difference of their phase with respect to the direct echoes.
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Appendix A shows that a stimulated echo induced by the pair: (f)», (f ) v has the same
phase as the one generated by ( | )„,( f ) s Thus, in the phase alternated sequence all
spurious echoes whose generation involves z-storing of a part of magnetisation between
two neighbouring pulses have the same phase. On the other hand, the sign of the
correct echoes follows the pattern:

echo
sign
value

number

of Ł,

1

+
0

2
-

- 1

3
—

+1

4
+

-2

5
+

+2

6
-

-3

7
-

+3
which is used for correcting the sign of the signal prior to the Fourier transformation.
This correction alters the sign of stimulated echoes. They are added to the odd lines
of the data matrix and subtracted from the even ones. The effective signal, including
the stimulated zero echoes (compare Eq.3.1) may be written as

( ^ (3.3)

The factor of t in the second term results from the phase shift of the stimulated echo
(Appendix A). The image (Fourier transform of Seff) is:

/"(*,») = />(*,») +5 [%-yra«) + 4(?+ »„„)] |p(*,2/W (3.4)

where ymo- = -£j^- is the top of the image (Eq.1.33). The artefact caused by stimulated
echoes, represented by the second term on the right hand of Eq.(3.4), is a double strip
placed at the bottom and top edges of the modulus image (|p(i,j/)|). Due to this
location the artefact is harmless, for the area of interest is always in the middle.

3.1.3 Experiment with the phase-alternated sequence

The ir-EPI sequence has been implemented on a 25 MHz microimaging system, which is
described in more detail in chapter 5.1. The method was simplified by using a constant
read gradient (Fig.3.2). This variant requires rf pulses of a very wide bandwidth,
much broader than the frequency range occupied by the object in the presence of the
read gradient. The length of the 7r pulses used in the experiments was 10 ps, which
corresponds to a bandwidth of 100kHz, whereas the size of the object, in the frequency
domain, was about 10 kHz. The constant gradient variant of x-EPI is free from the
main technical problem of echo planar imaging: switching the strong read gradient.
It was be used without screening of the gradient coils and no effects of eddy currents
have been observed.

Since the rf pulses were non-selective the slice of the sample affected by the excita-

tion and rcfocusing pulses was determined by the length of the coil. The object of the
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Figure 3.5: The data (real part) sampled in a sigle-shot ff-EPI experiment with the
CPMG sequence (A) and with the phase-alternated CP sequence (B). The ridge along
the ky axis in (A) is formed by spurious echoes.

imaging experiment was a tube of 10 mm diameter filled with water. The tube was

longer than the coil and there existed a strong inhomogeneity of the RF field (and,

consequently, of the flip angle) along the tube axis. The refocusing flip angle in the

centre of the coil was 180°.

The experiment was repeated using the two sequences described above. Each time

only one accumulation of the signal took place. The total acquisition time for a 64 x

64 matrix was 320 milliseconds in each case (64 echoes with TB of 5 ms). The data

matrix measured with CPMG sequence is shown in Fig.3.5. The dominating element is

a ridge formed along the /:„ axis by the train of zero echoes. This is in agreement with

equation 3.1, although the distribution of the zero echoes is not uniform. The modulus

image calculated from this set of data (Fig. 3.6) contains a very strong central strip

and the object itself (the circle) is hardly visible. The intensity of the strip, as expected

from Eq.(3.2) is proportional to the projection of the true image on the x axis. This

equation predicted a single pixel width of the strip. The effective width is greater due

to the exponential distribution of the zero echoes.

The same object has been used again in the TT-EPI experiment, this time using

the phase-alternated RF sequence. In the data matrix (F%.3.5B), the true signal (the
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sombrero-like surface) is revealed. The image calculated from this set of data (Fig.3.7)
shows much higher intensity of the true part, in comparison to the artefact due to the
cancellation of indirect echoes. The stimulated echoes artefact is located at the edges
of the image, in agreement with Eq.(3.4).

3.2 Effect of transverse relaxation and diffusion

Another artefact present in the 7T-EPI images is the smearing of the image along the
direction of the pulsed gradient. This is the result of the decay of the signal with time.
Since the effect of field inhomegeneity is cancelled by the use of refocusing pulses, the
possible reasons for the decay of signal are transverse relaxation and diffusion. Trans-
verse relaxat'on is a process of irreversible loss of coherence of the magnetic moments
of the nuclei due to intra-molecular interactions between spins. It is characterized by
the parameter T; (2/7i is equal to the natural linewidth of the resonance) and causes
damping of the spin echo train by exp(-t/Tj). Additional loss of coherence is caused
by diffusion of the molecules in the presence of the a gradient of the magnetic field.
This process causes attenuation of the signal by the function

/ ^ ( i ) = e-''(>D (3.5)

where D is the diffusion coefficient and b is given by the formula

b(t) = / ' |k(() - k(t')\*dt' (3.6)
J

(see appendix B). The influence of f"s(t) appears to be negligible. To show this, some
approximations can be used:

b(t) < \k(t)\h+ / |k(t')|5<ft' (3.7)
Jo

« «£„„*+AMO' +MOV
Jo

The stepwise growing kv coordinate can be approximated by a linear function

(3.8)

and kl[t) can be substituted by its mean value, ^klmax: The resulting approximation
for b is

b < * 4 L _ ł + (^ l ł .
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Figure 3.6: Modulus TT-EPI image obtained with the CPMG sequence.
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Figure 3.7: Modulus x-EPI image obtained with the phase alternated CP sequence.
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Using the relation between steps and ranges for conjugate variables derived in section
1.7, we obtain the form of the signal attenuated by both relaxation &nd diffusion

(3.10)

where

B = I r*D ) ( >

For an image of Ny = 64 lines, with the size of Lx = Lv = 10 mm, echo time TE =

5 ms, and diffusion of pure water (D = 2 x 10"9m3s"1), we obtain the time constants
TA W 104 s and TB « 40 s. Since the transverse relaxation time, 2j is of the order of a
second, diffusive attenuation can be omitted in the formula 3.10.

The effect of relaxation decay, which has just been described in the time domain,

shorld now be represented in the k space, so that its influence on the image becomes
visible. After arranging the echoes iu a two-dimensional array in the fc*,^ plane,

instead of S{kz, ky), we get
c*ff — c/i. L ^.-'l*fl (Q i"\\

Since only the even echoes are preceded by a Gv pulse, the time necessary for ky to

increase by the step Afcy is 2TE. Hence

where 2j/moi is the y size of the image (Eq.1.33). According to the convolution theorem

(ref.Bracewell), applying Fourier transformation to S'11 gives the spin density image

convoluted in y direction with a Lorenzian line of the width 2/, which is the Fourier

transform of exp{—/|Afcy|):

The resolution in the y direction is therefore limited by the parameter /. Its evaluation

(Eq.3.14) is twice the one calculated for ordinary EPI [39] due to slower steps in fc„.

The effect of Lorentzian convolution appears in the image as a smear of the object

along the y axis. Considering Eq.3.14, one can expect this effect to be proportional to

the inverse of T2. This has been demonstrated experimentally by applying the TT-EPI
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sequence to phantoms containing water of different T2. The change in T2 has been
achieved by addition of paramagnetic ions. The time between jr pulses, TE, was 5
ms in both cases. The first phantom, the T2 of which was 800 milliseconds, gave an
image which is almost free of the relaxation artefact (Fig.3.11). The second one had a
T2 of 100ms and its image (Fig.3.12) exhibited a significant loss of resolution in the y
direction.

3.3 Reducing the T2 artefact. Double TT-EPI se-
quence

The effect of loss of resolution of echo-planar iruages due to the signal decay may be
reduced in two general ways: data processing and modification of the sequence. The
first approach involves a digital deconvolution of the smeared image by multiplying the
signal by the inverse of the damping function [40]. This operation, however, results in a
reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio because the outer linia of the data matrix, which
are scanned on the end part of the signal and contain mainly noise, are multiplied by
highest factors. The alternative way is to divide the imaging sequence into two shots,
each scanning one half of the array of points in tbe reciprocal space. The improvement
of resolution is gained at the price of a longer scanning time.

The method of double scan has already been used in some of the fast imaging
methods. In the FLEET sequence [6], which is a double shot version of EPI, the
two shots differ in the direction of the blipped Gv gradient. Two symmetrical zigzag
lines are scanned to achieve a more uniform sampling of the k-space (Fig.3.8A). The
RARE method can also be easily divided into two or more scans (Fig.3.8B): each shot
has to begin with the Gv pulse one step higher than last pulse of the previous shot.
In principle, ;r- EPI could be divided into two scans in an analogous manner. This
hypothetical seqence is shown in Fig.3.9. In the first shot, the lines given by

J ^ = 0 , ± l , . . . , ± ^ (3.16)

are scanned, where nv is the y-dimension of the array, and in the second shot, which
includes an extra pulse of Gy after the initial | , the following lines are acquired:

The two complementary trajectories are shown in Fig.3.9B. The extra gradient pulse
after the | pulse in the second shot moves the position in the k-space to the end point
of the first trajectory. Thus, its integral must be equal to the sum of the integrals of
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Figure 3.8: Double shot EPI techniques: FLEET (A) and RARF (B)

all gradient pulses in the first shot. This condition would present a severe technical
difficulty- for two reasons. First, because high gradient pulses induce eddy currents
(avoiding them is the advantage of the *-EPI vs. RARE). The second reason is that
the gradient pulses are not rectangular, their shape being modified by a nonlinearity
of the amplifier and by the self inductance of the gradient coils, and thus there might
be an inaccuracy in matching the integral of the initial pulse to the sum of the small
blips.

The actual form of the double ir-EPI sequence maintains the advantage of using
only identical, additive gradient blips. The sequence is presented in Fig.3.10. The
pulses of Gv precede every IT pulse, with an alternating sign. Thus, the incrementation
of &„ takes place before every reversal of k. The second shot differs from the first one
by the presence of a negative blip of Gv prior to the first v pulse. The order of the
k-space lines scanned in the two shots is:

: ^ - = 0.-1.+2 - ^ , ^ - 1

. ^> i 1 o i o **» nV i

At" = + 1 >~ 2 >+ 3 - - - i ~2'~Y~

In other words, the first shot ccans the zero line, positive even and negative odd lines;
the second shot scans the remaining ones. All gradient pulses in both shots have the
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Figure 3.9: Hypothetical double shot w-EPI sequence

same length and absolute amplitude. Thus, there is no inaccuracy in positioning the

two sets of echoes in the k-space. The elementary step in ky, Aky, is equal to 7 times

the integral of a Gy blip, just as in the single-scan ir- EPI. The resolution of both

methods, single and double, is the same, provided the same pulses of Gv are used.

In order to verify the effect of resolution enhancement, the double ir-EPI sequence

has been applied to the phantom with T2 of 100ms, the same one which was used

in the single -EPI experiment (Fig.3.12). The double scan image, shown in Fig.3.13,

exhibits a reduced smear in the y direction. This effect is particularly apparent in the

shape of the small capillary.

The disadvantage of the double scan method is the impossibility of using the phase

alternated RF sequence, described in section 3.1.2. Due to the different recipe of

ordering the echoes, the artifact caused by stimulated echoes is not shifted to the edges

of the image. The sign of the stimulated zero echoes follows the pattern: + H— + + . . .

which corresponds to one half of the maximum spatial frequency. The two strips are

thus placed in one quarter and three quarters of the image (Fig.3.14). For this reason,

the double sequence may be used under the condition of perfect refocusiag pulses. In

the experiment described above the CPMG sequence was used and the uniformity of

the RF field was assured by using flat phantoms, not extending out of the coil.
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Figure 3.10: Double *-EPI
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Figure 3.11: ir-EPI' image of a phantom of 12mm outer diameter filled with water
solution of paramagnetic ions with T2 = 800 ms.
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Figure 3.12: ir-EPI image of a simmilar phantom as in the previous figure but filled
with a solution of T2 = 100 ms. The vertical smear is the effect of the relaxation decay
of the signal.
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Figure 3.13: Double T-EPI image of the phantom with T2 of 100 ms. The relaxation
smearing is reduced. The CPMG sequence was used and the central strip artefact is
present.
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Figure 3.14: A double i-EPl image obtained (of a different phantom) with the phase-
alternated sequence. The stimulated echoes artefact is shifted to 1/4 and 3/4 of the
image height.



Chapter 4

Fast Fourier flow imaging

The me.hod of Fourier imaging of flow has been introduced in section 1.6. It involves

scanning the NMR signal in the domain of the vector q which is conjugate to the

velocity. Fourier transformation in q gives the distribution of the velocities in each

pixel. So far, this method has been applied using the spin-warp scheme: each line in

the reciprocal space acquired with a separate excitation. This section describes a fast

variant of Fourier flow imaging which u an analogy of tf-EPI. One dimension in the

k-space and one in the q-space are sampled using a train of spin echoes. •

4.1 Methods of flow imaging

There are a few ways of imposing information about flow on NMR images. Selective

visualisation of blood vessels (NMR anjiography) is performed by suppression of the

signal from static nuclei. This can be acchieved e.g. by the use of non-overlapping slice-

selective 90° and 180° pulses [41]. The spin echo, which is used for image reconstruction,

is created only by those nuclei which iow *rom one slice to another in the time period

between the pulses. Alternative techniques of suppresion of the signal from static

spins are bised on velocity-sensitive sequences of rf and gradient pulses [42, 43]. Their

principle is to direct the magnetisation of static spins to the z axis prior to the k-space

scanning sequence.

Quantitative, space-resolved measurements of velocity are carried out using the

phase-contrast method [44]. When a velocity field exists, i.e. when each volume element

of the object, pointed to by r, can be assigned a unique value of velocity, v(r), the spin

density is

p(p,v) = «(v-v(r) ) / ) (r ) (4.1)
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and łhe NMR signal (Eq.1.20) takes the form

(4.2)5(k,q) = J

When a q-settisg gradient sequence (Fig.1.4) is added tó an imaging experiment,
the Fourier transform of the signal (in k space) aquires an additional phase shift of
q • v(r). An image based on this phase shift ("phase contrast image") represents the
velocity field.

In a situation when a distribution of velocities within volume elements exists,
Fourier method have to be used. The signal has to be sampled with a number of values
of q aj\d k and Fourier-transformed to give p(r,v). This procedure was described in
chapter 1.

4.2 Echo-planar q-space imaging (EPIQ)

The idea of echo-planar imaging, as described in section 2, is to sample an array of
points in reciprocal space in one shot. So far, this method has only been used for fast
scanning of k-space; q-spacc is always scanned using multiple excitations. In fact, there
is no reason for this limitation. Vectors k and q, the two independent components of the
reciprocal space, can be controlled independently and methods developed for scanning
the domain of k can be applied to q-space sampling. The method presented in this
section performs a single-shot scan of a 2D array one dimension of which is kx and one

4.2.1 Sequence

The fast imaging method especially suitable for the application to Fourier flow imag-
ing is 7T-EPI, described in chapter 2.3. This method uses a train ir pulses, which, as
described in section 1.6, may be used in a combination with g'adient pulses for incre-
menting components of q. According to the definitions of k and q (Eqs.(1.17),(1.18)
and (1.26)), a pair of gradient pulses separated by a 180° rf pulse, like the one shown
in Fig.l.4B, causes the following change of the reciprocal space vectors:

q —• - q - f 7 g r T (4.3)

k — - k

The flow variant of TT-EPI, shown in figure 4.1 was obtained by replacing the blips
of the gradient which preceded even T pulses \Gy) to pairs of gradient pulses. In this
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Figure 4.1: J3HQ technique: tuning diagram (A) and the reciprocal space trajectory
(B)

way, the absolute value of qv, instead of k^, is incremented throughout the sequence.

The reciprocal space trajectory of the new sequence (Fig.4.1B) is thus the same as the

one of 7T-EPI (except for the fc„ - qv exchange) and the same software can be used for

processing data in both experiments. Due to this analogy the sequence is called in our

laboratory 'echo-planar imaging in q-space1 (EPIQ).

By applying the first T pulse after a delay of less than TE/2, the echoes have

been placed non-symmetrically between the T pulses. This allows a longer time T

between gradient pulses, and, from Eq.(4.3), higher steps in q. In this way, the velocity

resolution has been enhanced without making the sequence longer.

4.2.2 Image

The sequence shown in Fig.4.1 scans only two dimensions in the reciprocal space, kx

and qv, and all the others are zero. The image is calculated as the inverse Fourier

transform of the signal, according to Eq.(1.20):

»•(*,»») = y5(fc,10t010,«v,0)e1<**'*"»«»)rffe,dgI,= (4.4)
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= /pfayt̂ VtfVy^JdydzdvvdV: (4.5)

Integration over so many parameters would make the image completely incomprehen-
sible unless some assumptions about the object symmetry arę taken. The assumptions
made are these:

• the flow is only in the y direction,

• the object has a translational symmetry in the direction of the flow

These conditions are fulfilled in the case of laminar flow through a tube of an arbitrary
profile. Now, p is a function of 3 parameters only

P = p(z,z,vv) (4.6)

and the image contains only one integration:

r{x,vv) = Jp(x,z,vv)dz (4.7)

An image of this type can be a source of information about the shape of the velocity
field. Using ordinary (slow) 2D Fourier imaging sequences, it has already been applied
in angiography [45, 46] and in phantom flow studies [47].

4.2.3 Resolution

The discussion of the resolution of imaging methods carried out in chapters 1.7 and 2.2
was based solely on properties of the Fourier transformation. The formulas for k and
r hold also for the other pair of conjugate vectors: q and v. In particular, the velocity
resolution per pixel is, by analogy to Eq.(1.32),

Similarly, the point spread function of EPIQ resulting from the transverse relaxation
is given by the formula

= T T T ^ (4-9)

where

which corresponds to Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 derived for w-EPI. Howevir, there is another
factor limiting the velocity resolution in EPIQ, which did not appear in the methods of
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static imaging. This new factor is the escape of the excited nuclei from the receiver coil
caused by the flow. The effective volume of the liquid which contributes to successive
ipin echoes decays with time. Assuming the volume affected by RF pulses is a cylinder
of the length I, the effective volume depends on time according to:

V(l) = V ( 0 ) n ( ^ ) (4.11)

Consequently, the train of echoes is damped by the "ramp" function R(v/l). Following

the arguments which led to Eq.(3.14), we obtain the form of the effective data matrix:

(4.13)
2V7V
V f = , (4-14)
LAq Lr

where uj*" is the value of the velocity «t the edge of the image. In turn, the image is

convoluted in the velocity direction with the Fourier transform of /2(A|gv|) which is

The plot of this function (Fig.4.2) indicates that 4TA is the parameter limiting the
velocity resolution in an EPIQ image, provided it is bigger than the relaxation limit
(Eq.4.10). Since this parameter is proportional to the flow velocity, the dynamic reso-
lution is not uniform — it falls towards the edges of the image.

4o3 Measurement of Poiseuillean flow profile using
EPIQ

The sequence has been applied to the flow of water through a cylindrical tube. The
goal of the experiment was to test the EPIQ method in a situation where the shape
of the image could be predicted from fluid mechanics. Assuming laminar flow and a
constant viscosity (Newtonian liqiud), the velocity field in a cylindrical geometry is
governed by the Poiseuille law:

(4.15)

where r0 is the radius of the tube. The spin density corresponding to this type of flow

r > r 0
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- 2 T T \

Figure 4.2: Plot of sine1 ( ^ ) , the Fourier transform of the 'ramp' function J?(Ag). An
epiq image is convoluted with this function in the velocity direction

where r = (z, z) and v = vv. This function has been used to calculate an ideal EPIQ

image. In the first step a Lorentzian PSF of the width of 5% of the image scale was

convoluted with the spin density function given by Eq.(4.16) to simulate the effect of

relaxation. Next, the projection along z was calculated according to Eq.(4.7). Figure

4.3 shows the result of this calculation. The image has maximal intensity in these points

where the projection lines were tangent to the velocity field surface, v[x, z). Since this

surface is concave and rotationally symmetrical, the curve of maximal intensity shows

the profile of the flow field, ie. v ( i ,0 ) . The calculation d'd not include the outflow

effect and it is thus valid in the limit of slow flow (A < 5% of the velocity scale).

The experiment was carried out with various velocities of flow. The flow was grav-

itationally forced and its velocity was controlled by changing the vertical distance be-

tween the tube outlet and level of water surface in the reservoir. Approximate values

of central velocities (vmax) were calculated from the volume flow assuming parabolical

profile (Eq.4.15). The diameter of the tube was 10 mm.

In the absence of flow, an EPIQ image is a central line only (Fig.4.4. Simmilar

effect is visible in ir-EPI when the G„ gradient is accidentally switched off — there is

no "phase encoding" and the data matrix consists of zero echoes. An image obtained

with the maximum velocity of about 5mm/sec (Fig.4.5) bears a close resemblance to

the simulated image. The parabolical flow profile is visible from the points of maximum

intensity.

Images obtained with higher velocities show an effect of loss of the velocity reso-
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lution. The image in Figure 4.6 was obtained with Vm** of 2 cm/t. The amplitude

of the giadient pulses was different in various experiments; comparison of the scale of

the images may be misleading. The smearing in the velocity direction is higher than

expected form the "ramp damping" of the signal by the outflow from the coil. With

the echo time TE = 10 ms and the length of the coil L = 2cm, we obtain from Eq.(4.14)

the resolution limit, 4xA, equal to 5% of « " " . This corresponds to 3 pixels of a. 64

pixels image whereas the observed smearing is about 10 pixels. A possible reason of

thib effect is that, due to the nonsymmetricai positioning of the epin echoes, the value

of qr is also incremented throughout the sequence (even faster than qy). This can be

neglected when the flow is exactly along y. If there exists a x component of the velocity,

an additional phase shift is created whioh may cause the distortion of the image.

The images consist of 64x64 pixels. The time of a single accumulation was about

600 milliseconds. Eight accumulations were done for each image.
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Figure 4.3: Computed, ideal EPIQ image of Poiseuillean flow. The dimensions of the
image are x (horizontai) and vy (vertical).
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Figure 4.4: EPIQ image of & phantom in the absence of flow. The central line corre-
sponds to vy = 0. '
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Figure 4.5: EPIQ image of water flowing through a tube of 10 mm diameter with the
max. velocity of 5 mm/s.
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Figure 4.6: EPIQ image obtained with the velocity of 1.5 cm/s



Chapter 5

Experimental work

5.1 NMR Imaging System

Experiments described in sections 2.3 and 4.2 have been carried out on a micro-imaging

6ystetn built in the Institute of Nuclear Physics in Krakow. The diagram of this sys-

tem is shown in figure 5.1. The source of the magnetic field is a permanent magnet

of the inductance Bo = 0.6T (the resonance frequency for protons is 25.4 MHz). The

radiotrequency part of the system is based on a Bruker SXP4-100 spectrometer. This

includes the pulse modulator, transmitter, signal preamplifier and amplifier. Gradient

coils and amplifiers, the quadrature detector, filters, and the digital part of the system

are home-made. The experiment is controlled by a PC/AT computer. The communi-

cation is performed using the CAMAC standard. The system has been described by

its constructors [48]. Here, only a schematic description is presented, with the focus

on the programming aspects.

Radio frequency transmitter channel. The resonance frequency is generated by

a synthesiser which uses a 10MHz reference signal from an external, temperature sta-

bilised quartz resonator. The value of the synthesised frequency is set manually. The

synthesiscd rf signal is used as a reference for the quadrature detection and it is also

led to the input of the Brulcer modulator, which can produce rectangular pulses in four

independent channels. Pulse lengths and phase shifts in each channel are set manually.

The pulses are triggered from external lines. Thus, the flip angle of the RF pulses as

well as their phase have to be adjusted manually, whereas the delays between them

can be set, and varied, by the computer. The output signal from the modulator is

amplified by the Bruker amplifier, which works in the nonlinear mode and can not be

used for selective pulses. For experiments involving slice selection, linear modulator

and amplifier are used. This work, however, is entirely based on non selective, 'hard'
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Figure 5.1: Block scheme of the micro-imaging system.
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pulses. The probehead inUudes a solenoid coil for both transmission and detection end

a tuning circuit for matching its impedance to 50Q.

Receiver channel. The signal generated in the probehead circuit is amplified in

two steps and led to the quadrature detector., -where it is split and multiplied by the

reference signal (real channel) and the reference shifted by 90° (imaginary channel).

The two outputs are subsequently filtered by a pair of low-pass filters to obtain the real

an the imaginary parts of the complex NMR signal. The bandwidth of the filters has

to be matched to the sampling frequency (2i/lnal = (sampling period)"1). The digital

sampling of the two channels is performed by two 10 bit ADC units. This action is

triggered externally, by the system controller. Converted values are transferred to the

computer using the CAMAC/PC Fideltronic interface.

Magnetic field gradients. Gradient wave forms are designed digitally in the com-

puter and loaded to the gradient controller. This device contains three memory chan-

nels, 2048 x 16 bits each, in which the shapes of the three independent gradient compo-

nents are stored. The values written in the channels can be consecutively read out and

converted to analogue signals. The conversion is tiiggered by the system controller.

The gradient controller is also used for generating envelopes of soft RF pulses if an

experiments requires selective excitation. The RF envelope occupies four upper bits of

each channel which are not used for gradients (the DAC converters are 12 bit). The

analogue gradient signals are amplified by power amplifiers which induce current in a

set of flat gradient coils. Maximum gradient amplitude which can De generated by this

set is 0.033 T/m (3.3 Gauss/cm).

Experiment control. The basic element of the system is the programable controller.

This is an autonomie device which can generate sequences of pulses in several outputs.

These signals trigger the rf pulse modulator, the analogue-to-digital converters and

the gradient controller. The system controller has 256 words of memory and can

be programmed in its own machine language to produce various pulse sequences. It

works synchronously with the RF channel (the program execution is triggered by the

same 10MHz signal which is used for RF synthesis). The programs are created in the

computer and cent to the controller via CAMAC. The controller's language consists

of 9 low level commands, like 'wait one time unit1 or 'set the loop counter' and their

direct use is quite complicated. Section 5.2.2 describes a C-language module which

allows to program complex sequences using higher level procedures like 'delay of t ms'

or 'series of n pulses to output 1'.
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Communication Data are transferred between the computer and digital devices via

& CAMAC btu. At the beginning; of a measurement a program is »ent to the system

controller and gradient wave forms Lie loaded to the gradient generator. Then, a "start"

command is sent to the controller, and, from this moment on, the the experiment is

run by this device. When the signal is sampled by the ADC's, the consecutive results

of analogue-digital conversion are sent to a buffer in the computer's memory. The

controller can be started again to obtain several accumulations of the signal. When the

measurement is finished, the data is written on a file. Subsequently, a data processing

program is invoked which rearranges the data as required, calculates an image by

the Fourier transformation and sends it via CAMAC to the memory of the display

controller. This device allows to display images of up to 256 x 256 pixels using 256

levels of grey. Images can be also seen on the computer display with a 16-colour

representation of the greyscale. Finally, images can be printed on a laser printer.

5.2 Experimental software

Experiments with echo-planar methods required many changes in the software of the

imaging system, which was originally designed to operate with the spin-warp sequence.

The new programs, written in the C language by the author, ':se some of the basic

communication functions of the old system.

5.2.1 Experiment control

Experiment can be controlled from the computer console using programs called EX-

There is a different EX. version for each experiment, e.g.. EXJ3PI for echo planar

imaging or EX.Q for echo-planar flow imaging (EPIQ). These programs allow to edit

parameters of the experiments, save them on disk, and show plots of the measured

data.

Communication with external devices is organised using high level functions written

by T.Jakubowski. Each device is represented by a variable of the type CAMAC.TYPE,

like gc - the gradient controller or adc - the analogue-to-digital converters. These vari-

ables are passed as arguments to the communication functions which peform certain

actions on them: the devices can be reset, loaded, unloaded, etc. Program written in

this way is quite legible and can be easily modified by other experimenters. The follow-

ing piece of codr from the EX.EPI program is responsible for a single accumulation:

r«»ot(*sinB);
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init(ładc);

load(Asms,bufurns,0,255);

loid(*gc,grady,0,2047);

load(*gc,gradi,0,2047);

load(ftgc,gradz,0,2047);

. for(i=0;i<Bacc;i++)

•C
start(4gc,7);

start(isms,0);

unload(tadc,data,0,Dinx*Diiny);
adcsum(data,re,im>0>Dinz*Dim;);

>
erase();
dc_oif(re,l,Dimx«Dimy,25);
dc_oif(im,l,Dincc»Diay,25);
dra«(im,1,Dimx*Dimy,EGi_LIGHTBLUE);
draw(re,l,Diim*Diiny,EGA_LIGHTRED);

/* loop (lace times) */

/* read sampled data */
/» accumulate re, im •/

/* clear windoa •/
/• subtract baseline */

/• display data */

The instruction 'load(4sms,buf sma,..)' loaded the system controller (sms) with
a program stored in a bulfer (bufsms). The following section dercribes how these
programs are created.

5.2.2 Pulse programming

T h e machine language of the system controller consists of 9 commands

OUT - pulse

VAIT - dolay
CLK - set clock
SETO - sot counter 0
SET1 - s e t counter 1
BHEO - c o n d i t i o n a l jump 0
BSE1 - c o n d i t i o n a l jump 1
JUMP - u n c o n d i t i o n a l jump
EHD - stop execution

Each command takes 4 bits in the controller's memory and has a 12 bit argument; thus
a command and its argument occupy one word in the controllers memory.
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The CLK command sets the division of the 10MHz clock. Execution of this com-

mand defines the elementary time unit on which the program is based. The command

OUT sends a pulse to the outputs. The duration of the pulse is equa1 to the time

unit set by CLK. The argument of the OUT commad tells at which outputs the puke

should appear: each bit in the argument corresponds to one output. Instruction WAIT

causes a delay of one time unit.

Delays of a longer time are obtained by executing a number of WAIT commands.

This is achieved either by writing several WAIT'6 in a row in the program or by

organising loops including a WAIT command. There are two registers which can be

used for counting loop executions. Thus, one can build two loops nested one in the

other. Such constructions are used for creating very long delays or for sending trains of

pulses. In the latter case, the inner loop measures the time period between the pukes

while the outer one counts the pukes sent out. Loops are programmed by instructions

SETO, SET1 - load counter 0 or 1 vith an i n i t i a l value

BHEO, BHE1 - jump if counter 0/1 not equal zero

Instructions BNE cause a conditional jump to a given address in the program memory if

a corresponding counter contains a non-zero number. They also decrement the contents

of the counters. Commands CLK,SET and BNE do not cause delays in the program

flow. The controller executes them "in background", while a previous OUT or WAIT

command is being performed. Thus, the timing of the program flow is determined by

the number of OUT and WAIT commands and by the clock's unit set by CLK. As an

example, the following program causes a train of 100 pukes on the outputs 0 and 1, of

I/is duration and 2/xs inter-puke delay:

address command argument comment

time unit 1 us

set counter

pulse

delay

delay

jump and deer, counter

Sequences like EPI require long and complex series of triggering pulses. Program-

ming them in the machine language would be troublesome and prone to errors. More-

over, since such programs do not include variables it is difficult to modify them. In

0
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4

5
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SETO

OUT

WAIT
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BNEO

9
99

3

0

0

2
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order to change, for example, a delay, one has to find oat the location of a. correspond-
ing SET command ia the binary code and change its argument. Short delays, based on
sequences of a few WAIT's may not be varied at alL This problem has bcea solved by
writing a library of higher level routines (functions) which operate on variables. They
are defined in a C module 'sms.obj' which has to be linked with the main experimental
program. Instead of writing the machine code for the system controller, one writes a
short, legible c-language program which generates the machine code in a buffer. The
following is the program for the EPIQ experiment:

SHS.InitCbuisias.l);
SHS_UpauBe(1000*Tr) ;•
SHS_Pulse(0UTPtJT7);
SHS_Pausa(Dli);
SMS_Instr(SETO + Diny/2 - 1);
SHS_Puloo(ODTPtniI0UTPDT11)j
loop= SHS.AddressO;

SMS_Pulso(OUTPUTS|0UTPUT12);

SHS_Pause(d3);
SHS.Serieol(Dimz,Tn,0UTPUT1);

SHS_Pause(d4);

SHS_Seriesl(15,5,0trrPtIT2);
SMS.Panse(lOOO);
SMS_Seriesi(15,5,0UTPUT2);

SMS_Pause(D12);
SMS_Pulse(0UTPUT9|0UTPim2);
SMS_Pause(D12);
SMS_Seriesl(15,5,0.IJTPUT2);
SHS.Panso(lOOO);
SHS_Serie8l(lS,5,0OTPDT2);

SMS_Pause(d4);
SHS.Seriesl(Dimx.Tp,00TPUT1);

SMS_Pause(d3+D13);

SHS_Instr(BHEO + loop);

SHS_Close();

/* initialize the module */

/* nait repetition tina */

/* triggor 90 deg. pulse »/

/• oscilloscope trigger •/

/* loop bagins •/

/• trigger 180 i pulse */

/* acqisition of odd echo •/

/• gradient rising slope */

/* (1st) •/

/* gradient falling slope •/

/* trigger 180 y pulse */

/* gradient rising slope */

/* (2nd) */

/• gradient falling slope */

/• acqnsition of odd echo */

/• end of the loop •/

The machine code generated by this program consists of 184 lines.
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5.2.3 Printing images

Copies of NMR images are usually obtained by photographing the display. This proce-

dure time consuming and causes distortions of images due to curvature of the screen.

However, it can be avoided by printing an image on a high resolution graphic printer.

High resolution (dot density) is necessary for good representation of shades of grey. The

more dots ess be contained in a pixel, the more various levels of grey can be achieved

by switching dots on and of. With a Hewlett Packard Laser Jet printer, which has

the resolution of 300 dots per inch, one can represent images of dimensions of 256x256

using rectangular pixels of the size 8x8 dots. Thus, 65 levels of grey, are available.,

each level being defined by a different number of dots. Although such representation

does not take the logarithmic sensitivity of human eye into account, it appears to be

sufficient for NMR images. Figure 5.2 shows dot patterns of all pixels, from the level

63 to 0. The level 64 is represented by a blank space. Below, a sample of the grey scale

is printed with the intensity level growing linearly from left to right.
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Figure 5.2: Dot patterns used for grayscale representetion on a laser printer.
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Stimulated echo in k-space

A stimulated echo, according to Eahn's notation, is the signal recalled by a pair of 90°

pulses:

signal — ti — — — f — — — ti— stimulated echo

The echo is formed by the component of magnetization which is stored in the z direction

between the pulses. From the point of view of NMR imaging it is important to know

the k-space trajectory corresponding to the stimulated echo.

We assume, at the instant of the first puke, the position in reciprocal space was

k(tj) = ki. After the second pulse, k will continue to evolve in the presence of the

field gradient:

k(t) = k(i2) + 7 / ' G(t')dt' = fc, + k—(0 (A.I)
Jt,

where k2 = k(t2) denotes the position after the second puke. This position can be

found from the behaviour of the vector of magnetisation M in the rotating frame. The

elementary signal from the point r is equal to the projection of M on the x,y plane:

e-ikl = Mx + iMv (A.2)

The evolution of M depends on the phase of the RF pulses. The four possible cases

are:

(I), (f)
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Only the z-stoied component has been taken into account. This analysis shows that

there is a splitting of the k-«pace trajectory. The signal consists os two therms: one

continuing the "old" trajectory (kj = ki) and one with an inversion of k (kj = — k\).

The four cases of phases of '.he RF pulses differ by the factor by which the two signals

are multiplied. This result is presented graphically in figure A.I

In the case of evolution in a constant gradient (eg. Gm) the pathway which involves

a reversal of k results in a stimulated echo when kx crosses 0. The second pathway is

irrelevant unless it is "refocused" by a later puke. The last two cases are important in

the phase alternated TT-EPI technique. Stimulated echoes have the same phase in both
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Figure A.I: k-spacc diagrams representing the action of two j pulses. The fonr cases
differ by the phase of the if pulses. Numbers printed over the split parts of the trajec-
tory denote the phase of the corresponding signals. The stimulated echo corresponds
to the reversed branch of the trajectory.
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Diffusive attenuation

Influence of diffusion on the NMR signal was first studied by Hahn in his work on spin

echoes [18] and by Carr and Purcell wLo calculated the attenuation factor of the train

of spin echoes in the presence of a constant gradient of the magnetic field [30]. For the

purpose of the imaging sequences considered in this work it is necessary to calculate a

general formula describing decay of the net transverse magnetisation in a presence of

a time-dependent gradient.

Concider the notion of a spin diffusing in one dimension. This may be modelled

as aseries of random jumps of length { at constant time intervals r. Position at the

instant mr may be written
m

*(mr) = ̂ { « , (B.I)
• 1 = 1

where a; is a random series of ± 1 . Due to the gradient of the magnetic field, Gx(t) =

G(t), the phase of the spin, < (̂t), changes. In the moment t = nr the phase is

fa( (B.2)
m=l 1=1

and, after reversing the order of summation [50],

• ) . (B-3)

1=1 m=i

In the limit of an infinite number of steps (n —» OO,T -+ 0,nr = t) we have, from

r). (B.4)
171=0
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Thus,

1=1

Attenuation of the signal results from the decay of the net transverse magnetisation.

The damping function, by which the "true" signal is multiplied is

fdiff = (e«K<>) (B.6)

* P(<t>)e»d<f>. (B.7)

The distiibution function, P(<f>), for a big ensamble of spins is, according to the central

limit theorem [49] a Gaussian:

P(<l>) = . exp £ — I (B.8)

Using the Gaussian distribution, we find the attenuation function to be

/* / / = e-H*J> (B.9)

The mean square value of <j> can be calculated from Eq.(B.5)

/=1 m=l

where the fact has been used that (aja™) is nonzero only foi I = m. We define the
diffusion coefficient as

D = L. (B.ll)

We haie thus

i=i

2D f[k(t) - k(t')]*dt'
Jo
f

Jo

and obtain the final formula for diffusive attenuation

= e-bD (B.14)

= f\
Jo
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In the three dimensional case:

1=1

the calculation is analogical (we use the relation (a^a^m) — B^Sin) and the resnlt for

the b coeffident is: (

In a particular case where k(t) = 0, (the centre of a fully refocused spin echo) this

equation is equivalent to the formula given by Turner and Le Bihan [51].



Conclusions

Echo-planar imaging with 180° radio-frequency pulses (*•- EPI) has been implemented

on a microimaging system based on a 0.6 T permanent magnet of low homogeneity.

The author has shown that the method can be used with a constant read gradient.

This solution overcomes the main technical difficulty connected with EPI techniques,

namely the necessity of switching a strong gradient of the magnetic field. Images of

dimensions of 64:'64 pixels with a resolution of 0.3 mm were obtained with a single

acquisition time of 320 ms.

Artifacts present in the *-EPI images have been analyzed using the reciprocal

space formalism. It has been shown that the "central strip" artifact is caused by

spurious echoes generated by imperfect refocusing rf pulses. A modification of the rf

sequence which involves 90° phase alternation of the x pulses has been proposed. It has

been shown analytically that the modified sequence suppresses a part of the spurious

components of the signal. An experiment in which the phase-alternated sequence was

compared to the CPMG sequence confirmed this analysis. The smearing of the image

in the direction of the pulsed gradient has been explained as a result of the transverse

relaxation. This conclusion has been verified experimentally. The effect of relaxation

has been reduced by a double excitation r-EPI sequence.

The author has applied the idea of single excitation scanning of the reciprocal

space to Fourier velocity imaging. A variant of x-EPI has been designed in which

one dimension conjugate to position and one conjugate to velocity are sampled. Pixel

resolution and the point spread function of this method have beeu derived. The method

has been applied to a laminar flow of water in a tube. Resulting images show a

parabolical flow profile, in agreement with the Poi6euille law.
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